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Biden’s Daughter’s Diary Includes More Evidence Joe Is a
Child Sex Abuser

AP Images

“I remember having sex with friends @ a
young age; showers w/ my dad (probably not
appropriate).” So wrote Joe Biden’s youngest
daughter, Ashley, in her diary in a January
2019 entry, outlining how she believes she
was sexualized during her tender years. The
explosive remark, published Thursday by
British paper Daily Mail, explains why the
FBI raided two journalists’ homes shock-and-
awe style in an effort to recover the diary —
even though such a task isn’t the bureau’s
legitimate domain and despite Ashley’s
representatives’ refusal to acknowledge the
book was hers.

The information also aligns with behavior Joe Biden has exhibited — inappropriately touching young
girls on camera — and charges leveled against him, which include an allegation of penetrative sexual
assault.

Ashley’s diary saga closely mirrors that involving the laptop formerly belonging to her brother, Hunter.
Drug-addled, Hunter forgot he’d left the laptop in a Delaware computer repair shop. Also having been
drug-addled, Ashley left her diary in a Palm Beach, Florida, “halfway house.” In both cases, there were
false allegations the objects were stolen. In both cases, The New York Times ultimately (and belatedly)
confirmed the objects’ authenticity.

And the diary and laptop both contain damning information that, in the wrong hands, could set the
Bidens up for blackmail and hence imperil our national security.

After Ashley left the Florida home, a woman named Aimee Harris moved in and found the diary. Harris
is now under FBI investigation. The Daily Mail summarizes other pertinent story details, writing:

Previous reports claimed the Bidens reported it stolen in an alleged burglary, but DailyMail.com
has learned Harris is not being investigated for theft
‘It’s her selling of the property that could be considered a crime. And the fact Ashley is the
president’s daughter kicks it to a different legal level,’ a well-placed source said
Harris, 39, moved into a Palm Beach home and found the diary under the mattress shortly after
Ashley moved back to Philadelphia in 2020
She is said to have later passed the private journal around at a Republican fundraiser before
selling it for $40,000 to right wing organization Project Veritas
The diary contained shocking and sensitive information, such as details about her chronic drug
abuse, sex addiction, and being ‘hyper-sexualized’ in her youth

“In an entry on January 30, Ashley wrote about her sex addiction the day before her Alcoholics
Anonymous meeting,” the Mail also informs. “‘I have always been boy crazy,’ she wrote. ‘Hyper-
sexualized @ a young age … I remember somewhat being sexualized with [a family member]; I
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remember having sex with friends @ a young age; showers w/ my dad (probably not appropriate).’”

Project Veritas founder James O’Keefe said that despite having obtained the diary before the 2020
election, his organization ultimately decided not to publish its contents because they couldn’t
authenticate the book (once again, the Times later did). O’Keefe stated that he subsequently offered to
return the diary, but Ashley’s representatives wouldn’t confirm it was hers. He then said he offered it to
law enforcement.

Despite this, the FBI sought to recover the diary by raiding the homes of O’Keefe and another Project
Veritas figure, menacingly (in the latter case shouting, “Let me see your hands! Let me see your
hands!”), as if the journalists were terrorists.

Reporter Josh Boswell, who co-authored the Mail story, stated on a Tucker Carlson Tonight interview
Friday evening that his paper decided to publish the diary excerpts it did because keeping such
information secret could make Joe Biden vulnerable to blackmail. Of course, that the material is “juicy”
and eyebrow-raising is likely another motivation. Nonetheless, not only is Boswell correct, but it isn’t
only foreign adversaries that could use the damning revelations for leverage, but, possibly, American
intelligence agencies as well.

Note here that famed longtime FBI director J. Edgar Hoover was said to have files containing dirt on
most Washington politicians and allegedly used them for leverage. (The blackmail allegations are
unconfirmed and could just be part of the effort to tarnish Hoover’s reputation.)

As for the Bidens’ reputations, they’re still far better than warranted. As commentator Andrea Widburg
reminds us, it seems “that Joe Biden isn’t the only man in the family who is hanging around
inappropriately with kids. In a series of text messages that Hunter Biden sent when Hallie Biden (his
girlfriend and the widow of his dead brother) threw away the gun that he’d illegal[ly] obtained, we get
an insight into her concerns about Biden’s second son.”

To wit: “Hunter lamented that Hallie … had given the impression he’s ‘an abusive pedophile with
homicidal tendencies’ and said that ‘that’s now in the hands of the FBI,’” reported the Washington
Examiner Wednesday. “He said police and the bureau opened an investigation into him over the
incident. The Secret Service also inserted itself into the saga, according to other texts from Hunter,
although the agency has denied involvement.”

“Considering that the issue was about drugs and a gun, you have to wonder where that ‘pedophile’
thing comes in,” Widburg then asks rhetorically. “Oh, wait, I know! There was the other material on
Hunter’s hard drive that indicated that he had a thing about underage girls.”

So the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree. Speaking of which, below is a video illustrating inappropriate
public behavior with girls by Joe Biden that would’ve, had we an honest media, long ago meant his
political career’s felling.

One of the girls featured above, Maria Piacesi, eight at the time (2015), confirmed last year that Biden
had actually pinched her nipple (video below), according to Gateway Pundit. She was afraid to press the
issue, however.

Then there’s former Biden Senate assistant Tara Reade, who says that Biden forcibly digitally
penetrated her in 1993.

As for the diary revelation, Fox News host Tucker Carlson found it deeply disturbing and stated that
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Biden should resign in an extremely powerful Friday monologue (below).

It has long been clear that Joe Biden, a failure as a father, is also unfit cognitively, ideologically, and
morally to be president. Yet perhaps underappreciated is how vulnerable to blackmail he may be, with
his family having taken tens of millions of dollars from Russian, Ukrainian, Kazakh, and Chinese sources
— including $31 million from individuals “linked to the highest levels of Chinese intelligence.” Add to
this other damning information on the family, as yet unknown to the public, that may be in hostile
foreign hands, and we could wonder if Joe Biden is himself a national security threat.

The bottom line is that if you wouldn’t trust your kids in his hands, should you trust their nation’s future
in them?
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